By Lachlan Bolton

Design Situation
Since having my first surfing lesson as a 15 year-old, I have developed a passion for the
sport. Each weekend I make the 30 km trip to Manly or Freshwater with my three brothers,
each with our surfboards and surfing gear. With four people and boards in the car, you can
imagine how cramped it can get. On one of these mornings I had this wild thought to invent a
surfboard that could be split in half to easily fit in the back of our car. As I was looking for an
idea for my major Year 12 Design and Technology project, I decided to take up the challenge
to design a surfboard that could be pulled apart but still withstand the immense forces that
breaking waves generate when assembled. Secondly I would like the option of making it
modular with different length extensions to make it a 6 foot or 7 foot surfboard - suited to
different swell conditions.

Design Brief
To design and build an extendable modular surfboard that can easily fit in any car

Approach to problem
A patent search revealed that collapsible or sectionalised surfboards have been invented
since the 1960’s. However, the only successfully marketed sectionalised surfboard design
was patented by Pope in 1998 using clamps and a horizontal tube that was prone to bend
during use.

Multiple surfboard designers who I approached said that the idea is feasible but doubted that
any collapsible surfboard could withstand the immense forces and loads they are subjected
to, but still gave me some good ideas. I commenced my designing stage by researching
hundreds of latching systems and building small prototypes to test the functionality and
strength of each design.

Addressing the problem
To optimise the strength and stability of my final design, I incorporated 2 long carbon dowels
to span the tension area with 2 threaded rods, either side of the stringer (central wooden
board backbone) that are manually tightened to provide the tension across the whole board.
The board can be assembled and disassembled in less than 3 minutes and the Future Board
has successfully passed all its tests so far in both high swell and low swell conditions.

Limitations and Challenges
There were two major challenges that towered above the multitude of smaller challenges.
Surfboard design is a craft that takes years to master so as well as coming up with a design
that won’t break on its first test, I needed to produce a streamlined board that is fast and
easy to manoeuvre. To develop my skills I sought advice from surfboard designers and
watched over 40 hours of tutorials as well as practicing on a smaller scale.
The Future Board took 12 weeks to construct from shaping the initial blanks to hot-wiring
trenches to receive connecting dowels through to installing all cross stringers and then
finishing the board with laminating fibreglass and resin. One major challenge was finding a
way to secure a locking system to soft foam which I overcame by redesigning the tightening
system so it now attaches to the central wooden backbone within the surfboard. Budget was
also a continuing limitation throughout the process. In the future I will definitely have the board
machine-shaped further improving the accuracy of the joining sections.

Acknowledgment of assistance
The only times I required assistance was to laminate and cut the board. The lamination
process required a particular skill and work area which I did not have access to. The boards
had to be cut using a table saw which was done for me. I decided to get assistance from a
professional surfboard shaper because I valued the quality of the final product over the fact it
was built 100% by me.

Safety as my number one priority
Before every step in the process I completed a risk assessment and on a number of
occasions I used an alternate machine to increase the safety level. By planning early, I
ensured I had the correct safety equipment for the processes to come

Significance of the problem
To discover whether my problem was shared by other surfers, I both conducted personal
surveys among the surfing community and researched a broad range of surfing statistics.
Over 85% of Sydney surfers usually commute using either a car or public transport. I found
that the average person takes more than one surfboard to the beach so they can choose
according to the surf conditions.

Value of Project
The Future Board is the world’s first ultraportable, extendable surfboard. It has the ability to
breakdown to half its original size and fit into a regular bodyboard bag. Its unique function
allowing it to extend in length creates more flexibility for surfers when choosing the right
board for the conditions making it a truly innovative device. It is made from 100% recycled
material making it sustainable. The tightening system is the first of its kind harnessing the
strength from the stringer. Two threaded rods are embedded within the board and tightened
from cross-stringer pieces. I have custom made tightening pockets from PLA plastic which
are recessed within the board and allow easy access to the tightening system. These
pockets have lids which maintain a seamless surface when the board is assembled. Once
joined, the board looks exactly like a conventional one-piece board.

Successful Testing
The Future Board has been tested by myself and three experienced surfers over two
weekends. On both occasions the board performed perfectly. In the large swell the
professional surfboard shaper who helped with the laminating, remarked that it felt like a
conventional board. To test the assembling and disassembling process, I asked over thirty
people of different ages and gender to set it up and then pack it away. The results from this
test showed most people found it easy to set up with an average time of 2 minutes and 45
seconds. Some people found screwing the nut on a little difficult however this was solved
when I designed a tool that fixed the problem.

